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Abstract. In a complex system, a legacy software as a component is determined by various factors
beyond its own capability. Lack of knowledge that shaped software, which is often the case of a
legacy software, can prohibit appropriate maintenance and development to comply with the system
needs. To reverse engineering legacy software for a fit with the overall system of interest is a
daunting task. Existing techniques of reverse engineering are mostly from a purely technical point
of view and for the single discipline of software engineering. Thus, this paper aims for an approach
to properly reverse engineer the reasoning behind the legacy software developments in a complex
system. By jointly apply the CAFCR model and the reverse engineering, a roadmap is created to
guide incremental developments of legacy software in a complex system, which benefits both the
maintenance of existing implementation and realization of new functionalities for improved system
performance.

Introduction
Software development has the growing importance for many business successes. One critical issue
for an existing business is the maintenance and continuous development of its software. With
increasing competition, existing businesses have a tremendous pressure on the fast pace upgrading
which left no time for the software to be re-created and re-implemented. In many cases, software
components have been maintained and incremental improved over the years. Software engineers
are usually missioned to upgrade those software capabilities to keep up with the product or process
improvement. However, changes in technology and market as well as people turn-over are
continuously challenging the efficiency and efficacy for each software component upgrading. For
example, people turn-over could challenge the rationale behind existing design and architecture, the
continuation of documentation and the traceability from software components to the overall system
drivers. These risks would affect the development of new features, maintainability of existing
software and estimation of the related work.
A legacy software, is a software where is not possible to understand all the fundamental concepts
that shaped it as they could be neither available nor existent for understanding (Pressman, 2005). It
is also a common characteristic among legacy software to have poor quality. The software itself is
affected by the proper technical problems, which may be addressed with different reverse
engineering techniques (Feathers, 2004 ) (Chikofsky & Cross II, 1990) (Ducasse & Pollet, 2009)
(Belle, Boussaidi, & Kpodjedo, 2016) (Müller & Orgun, 1993). It is also affected by the problems
beyond the software architecture and its realization, which resides in reverse engineering why
software has been developed and architected in the specific manner to satisfy the system needs. In a
complex system, the legacy software is a component among thousand others and its upgrading is
determined by various change factors beyond its own capability. Thus, in a complex system, the

capability to continue working on a legacy software developed many years ago and with many past
environmental changes is extremely difficult but a daunting task.
The system complexity, lack of history, poor quality of the software and its subparts challenge
engineers while identifying which parts should be addressed for maintenance and future
development of the software. This is a typical problem for a legacy software development.
To understand why a legacy software component was shaped in any specific form in the past, it is
critical that engineers have the holistic perspective of the overall system goal. In most cases where
both system and software keep evolving, software engineers can deal with the technical problems
of legacy software in different ways, but has difficulties to reverse engineering to the software
component for the fit with the rest of the system. To address the fit of the reverse engineering of
legacy software, we need to answer the following questions: “What are the important parts of
legacy software for the fit with the system context?” and “How to align legacy software
maintenance and development for the fit with the entire system development?”.

Literature and Knowledge Applied
The contentious development of legacy software requires a throughout understanding of the
software and the big picture of system. To resolve the missing links between software components
and system drivers is key to develop the software for the fulfilment of system goals. Existing
techniques of software reverse engineering, covers the issue mostly for the single discipline of
software engineering (Feathers, 2004 ) (Chikofsky & Cross II, 1990) (Ducasse & Pollet, 2009)
(Belle, Boussaidi, & Kpodjedo, 2016). In a complex system, however, the software is a component
of something bigger, whose usage is determined by factors beyond its own capability. In a complex
system, different disciplines, sub-systems and their components interact to fulfil a system goal.
Furthermore, software as a component posits new challenges in software reverse engineering.
Existing methods that treat the software as a whole system cannot be sufficient to reverse engineer
the software for fulfilling the needs of an overall system. Thus, a proper reverse engineering of the
software which is part of a complex system cannot be accomplished by the means of software
engineering alone and without an approach for complex system.
Systems engineering is known as the working methods for resolving complex systems’ issues.
According to INCOSE (2016) (INCOSE, 2017), Systems Engineering (SE) is defined as an
engineering discipline whose responsibility is creating and executing an interdisciplinary process to
ensure that the customer and stakeholder's needs are satisfied in a high quality, trustworthy, cost
efficient and schedule compliant manner throughout a system's entire life cycle. Systems
engineering uses Systems Thinking (ST) to articulate the reasoning for creating and applying SE
processes systematically (SEBoK authors, 2017). ST is a set of founding ideas for the development
of systems theories and practices and also as a pervasive way of thinking need by those developing
and applying them. Therefore, to address legacy software for its system fit, it is necessary to utilize
ST for reverse engineering the reasoning of the software within its parent system. In our case, to
resolve the fit between a legacy software component and a complex system is to reverse engineer
the reasoning how the software component was developed according to the system needs for
satisfying the stakeholder’s requirements. To visualize the system reasoning, system architecture is
often used for applying systems thinking to represent systems.
According to the ISO/IEC/IEEE 42010 (ISO/IEC/IEEE, 2011) standard:
System Architecture is the fundamental concepts or properties of a system in its environment
embodied in its elements, relationships, and in the principles of its design and evolution

The ISO/IEC/IEEE 42010 (ISO/IEC/IEEE, 2011) is an international standard for the description of
systems and software engineering architecture methods. CAFCR (Muller, 2004) (Customer
Objectives, Application, Functional, Conceptual, Realization) is a framework for defining systems
architectures, which is defined as an instance of a former version of the ISO/IEC/IEEE 42010
standard. It mainly defines architecture descriptions and a set of best practices for defining
architecture frameworks. However, there are few research approaching cases of linking legacy
software with SE. Despite CAFCR had never been proved in a research for dealing with legacy
software, it is a proven tool for representing entire systems containing software as a subcomponent.
The application of CAFCR is thus employed in this research to represent the reasoning behind the
interconnections of legacy software and the system in its environment. CAFCR (Muller, 2004)
addresses the systems architecting as a decomposition of the system elements contextualized in its
environment. An implementation of the CAFCR framework is illustrated in Figure 1.
• The first layer at the top represents the views to decompose system architecture. These
views are intended to be later complemented and integrated by the definition of qualities as
the key elements that affect and interconnect the entire system. The five views are defined
as: Customer objectives, Application, Functional, Conceptual and Realization view.
Customer objectives and application views are the justification of the system, the why and
how the customer foresees the system. Functional View represents what the system is, from
an outside of the system perspective, as an interface to its context. Conceptual and
realization views represent how the system is, separated in two views for stability purposes,
since the realization is expected to change faster than the conceptual view.
• The second layer, called sub-methods, typically includes different modeling techniques such
as context diagrams or functional models to represent the views defined in the first layer.
No specific sub-methods are enforced by CAFCR. These are represented in the figure with
rectangles.
• The third layer of qualities is the integration of the views using the main qualities of the
system. Qualities as Maintainability or Performance are evaluated through the system
views for identifying those that are affected by the different qualities, it is usually
represented as needles going from the top of the system down to its lower views picking up
all views related to them on their way down, in here we can see them represented as the
long arrows crossing all views.
• The last layer describes the reasoning between views. This reasoning is the application of a
set of steps, in order to identify most interconnections between system contexts, physical
and logical components, system drivers and qualities. At the end it is the representation of
the reasoning behind the system architecture. It allows engineers to have a model
illustrating the reason why the system was developed in any specific form.
CAFCR also provides other layers of decomposition that is not within this research’s scope, such as
storytelling and life-cycle view which was included in a later version of the CAFCR framework.
CAFCR is the tool that describes the entire system architecture within its context, connecting
between the key customer drivers to its lower and smaller pieces. CAFCR explains a transversal
reasoning of the system architecture. Traditionally CAFCR is used for architecting systems with
software components but is has not been customized or verified for systems containing legacy
software. Since CAFCR helps describe a system with its different views and their relation inbetween, it is possible to enable an architect to relate a software component and its sub-components
to the system views. Despite ISO/IEC/IEEE 42010 has mentioned the possible use of architecture
descriptions for representing legacy architectures, few research has investigated how to address
that. Therefore, there is a need to extend the usage of CAFCR by integrating the use of specific
reverse engineering techniques to enable the maintenance and development of legacy software in
alignment to the evolution of the entire system. Next section illustrates the detailed proposition for
extending CAFCR capabilities.

Figure 1. Example of CAFCR implementation

The Conceptual Solution
In spite of a wide application of CAFCR (Muller, 2004) as a systems architecting tool, it is
inconclusive how it work for reverse engineering legacy software in a complex system. Based on
both literature of reverse engineering and systems engineering, we propose the extension usage of
CAFCR with this specific application. Figure 2 represents the relationship of the standard
ISO/IEC/IEEE 42010 with CAFCR and a proposed extension of it in an object diagram (Purchase,
Colpoys, McGill, & Britton, 2001): the standard in the grey box is the interface defining “what”
should a system architecture framework represent; CAFCR in the yellow box is the implementation
of this interface, defining “how” to represent the system architecture by creating architecture
descriptions (defined in the green box) of the system and its components. Figure 2 inherits all
capabilities of CAFCR and extends it with specific capabilities for decomposing the architecture of
a legacy software component in the context of the entire system architecture. This extension of
CAFCR is a conceptual solution to reverse engineer the reasoning behind legacy software to link it
up with the system reasoning for resolving the fit of the software maintenance and development
with the system evolution.

Figure 2. Object-oriented representation of the conceptual solution
The conceptual solution should guide plans for the maintenance and development of legacy
software in line with the system development and evolution. An overview of the proposed solution
is illustrated in Figure 3. It is divided in two parts. The first part represents the system and software
decomposition and integration powered by applying CAFCR, except for the activity 1.2 regarding
software reverse engineering, which recommends a bottom-up decomposition. The second part is
about the definition of plans for further development and the application of them.
a. Part 1: Decomposition, integration and reasoning reverse engineering
The activities presented in yellow boxes are with the backbone of the CAFCR framework, which
are applied to decompose the system in order to identify the reasoning behind system and software
architecture. The activities aren’t necessarily sequential, but the given order is recommended as
some enable others. The sequence represented by the orange arrow is circular for denoting the
possibility of recursively applying the activities if needed. The black lines identify which activities
enables others.
Activities 1.1 and 1.2. These activities aim to decompose the system and the software into the 5
views defined by CAFCR. The system can be decomposed as a combination of top-down and
bottom-up for the most benefits. In the case that the legacy state of the software requires a direct
decomposition and generation of views from the source code, a bottom-up approach is necessary
for decomposing the legacy software. Furthermore, any modeling approach for representing the
CAFCR views need to be evaluated for the specific needs or constraints of the system. The
important goal of these steps is to represent the system and its software as closest as possible to
reality.
Activity 1.3 and 1.4. These activities are to identify the main system qualities and integrate the
system and software across all views. Despite CAFCR provides a long list of possible qualities in a
qualities checklist to help engineers identify, the qualities need to be identified from the
decompositions in activity 1.1 and they are presented in any decomposition at any CAFCR view
level. CAFCR integrates views by using quality needles which is about identifying views
influenced by the different qualities, like pushing qualities as a needles down through all views
affected by the selected quality. The identified qualities will allow the architect to integrate the
different views of the system and software. The integration via qualities is the first step in reverse
engineering the reasoning behind the legacy software architecture.
Activity 1.5. The CAFCR views and their integration with qualities represent incomplete pictures
of the system. In order to expand the visibility of relations across the entire system, CAFCR defines
the use of threads of reasoning as an overall integration of all system views and qualities. Threads

of reasoning are a method that covers the relationships between views and qualities for
identification of problems, gaps and possible solutions. In our case, the reasoning behind legacy
software component is unknown, therefore the need for reverse engineering is to use threads of
reasoning to identify the gap between software and system architectures. The identified gaps will
allow engineers to identify software sub-components that are critical for the system success. It will
also relate to a connection between specific input in the functional view to a function definition in
the conceptual view and the actual source code of the function in the realization view, which may
not necessarily be a single direction connection across views, but in the form of many to many and
within themselves. These connections are representing the reasoning that shape the software code
in any specific manner, therefore they help recognize what important parts of the software for
fulfilling system needs.
b. Part 2: Work breakdown and development
Activity 2.1. The goal is to tell how the system will be maintained and developed in the future
described as a set of tasks over a timeline. Most systems have roadmaps or other kind of tools to
describe the expected evolution. It may be compressed of several layers, such as market expected
evolution, system and sub-components developments plans, even sub-sub components.
Activity 2.2. The creation of a roadmap is to place the expected maintenance and development of
the software in context with the system evolution. It is important that the software roadmap not
only contains tasks defining possible new functionalities, but guides the improvement or
reimplementation of critical legacy software subcomponents that are needed for satisfying the
system needs. This roadmap will align the critical software parts identified in Part 1 with new
functionalities or other expected developments for the software.
Activity 2.3. The last activity in the roadmap is about the actual implementation of tasks for further
working on the tasks defined for software and system.
It is expected that a system and its architecture will evolve over time, so will the models,
integration and reasoning. The above activities generate only a snapshot in the system life-cycle for
the purpose of producing a development plan of the software. As long as the system evolves, Part 1
should be continuously re-applied to keep the system architecture decomposition aligned with
reality. The correct application of part 1 will enable the creation of plans in part 2 by identifying the
critical parts of the software for fitting in the system goals. And, the success of part 2 will validate
the decompositions made in part 1.

Figure 3. Overview of the proposed approach activities

Data and Methods
We adopt the case study approach in this research. It is the real-life case, that COMPANY A, a
multi-national engineering firm in Norway, needs to maintain and develop legacy software
components for system performance improvements. We collected data through six 1-to-1 and two
1-to-many interviews and more than twenty informal interviews, that varied from quick questions
in the hall to asking for specific information. Firstly, we investigate the problem within
COMPANY A’s context and validate the problem in the specific case －SYSTEM X. Three 1-1
interviews were performed with experienced staff within SYSTEM X across different departments,
like software engineers, customer support and managers at different levels. The collected data were
intended to identify the actual needs of the software, and why it was necessary to keep working
with this legacy component. Then the proposed conceptual solution is applied in the COMPANY
A’s SYSTEM X case to illustrate and verify the usage which enables the evolution of the legacy
software for the fit with its system context. The interviews were performed at different stages while
applying the solution as different information was needed to complete the activities in it. Three 1to-1 interviews were performed during the application of the solution regarding R&D and
production management. Data collected from these interviews are especially relevant for the
application of the first three CAFCR views, customer objectives, application and functional views.
They also provide good insights in system qualities for integration. The 1-to-many interviews were
performed with experienced engineers working with the system. The first 1-to-many interview was
about the decomposed system and software views and their missing spots for system improvement.
The second one was actually a round of meetings to apply the CAFCR steps for discovering threads
of reasoning. In addition, the informal interviews where mostly for consulting engineers on
different aspects of the system were to develop the different views of the solution and their
integrations. Finally, we conducted expert assessment to evaluate the results of the applied solution,

with a short survey. There were 9 carefully selected experts from COMPANY A participating in
the survey, which six are experienced Software Engineers, two R&D managers and the product
manager of the SYSTEM X. The survey was used as an indication in how well experts assess the
solution for both successes of the software and system development in this industrial case.

Case Study
Based on the proposed conceptual solution and real-life data, this section presents the case study
while applying the solution to the SYSTEM X in COMPANY A. This case study aims to answer
what are the important parts of the COMPANY A’s legacy software for the fit with the expected
system development and how to align legacy software maintenance and development for the fit
with the entire SYSTEM X’s development.
The proposed solution defines the utilization of CAFCR for decomposing the system and software
in several views. CAFCR describes the use of sub-methods for representing the decompositions.
These sub-methods may vary depending of the needs of the decomposition to be performed. E.g. a
sub-method of the Application view from CAFCR could be a context diagram, or in the case of
Conceptual view to use a functional model. Neither the proposed solution nor CAFCR enforces the
use of any specific sub-method. Instead, the selection of sub-methods is given by COMPANY A’s
practices to better represent the system and its legacy software. However, the sub-methods applied
in this case study are only a sub-set of all available sub-methods where applied, but those presented
in the following subsections are intended for illustrating and verifying the applicability of the
proposed solution on a real case.

Activity 1.1: System decomposition
Decomposing a system consists of breaking up a system in smaller parts for better understandings.
The SYSTEM X can been decomposed into the C-A-F-C-R views (Muller, 2004) as illustrated in
Figure 1. In Activity1.1, the SYSTEM X is decomposed into the four first views, Customer
objectives, Application, Functional and Conceptual views. Realization view will be decomposed
bottom-up from the legacy software component in Activity 1.2.
Customer Objectives. To understand why legacy software is developed in any specific way, first
we need to know why the system tends to be developed in a certain way. To identify the key drivers
of the system we have selected a sub-method that represents the extraction of them from actual
system requirements by root cause analysis. The identification of system key drivers from the
requirements is represented in Figure 4. The subset of key drives in the figure is to demonstrate
how to apply this decomposition in a real system. By identifying the Customer key drivers, we can
also recognize important qualities of the system, as for example Versatility and Productivity.

Figure 4. Key Drivers of System X
Application View. CAFCR defines Application view as the representation of how the customer
foresees the system of interest. One of the methods in CAFCR is the use of a context diagram as a
tool for understanding function allocation in the customer’s context. Figure 5 is the representation
of a context diagram for SYSTEM X. In Figure 5, main markets are at the top; the three blue
ellipses in the middle-left represent the main competitors; the arrows identify in what market

COMPANY A competes with them. COMPANY A’s suppliers are the ellipses at the bottom under
COMPANY A, with some remarks on the software as the sub component of interest. In this view,
the main markets are visible, Sample/Single Making and Continuous Production are defined. The
identification of main markets is associated with important qualities to satisfy them.

Figure 5. Context Diagram for System X
Functional View. It is illustrated in Figure 6 as a black box vision of the system. It is an external
point of view for identifying consumables or inputs, interfaces, restrictions, outputs. It represents
the interface between the system and its environment as an illustration of all external entities
affecting the shape of system implementation.
Conceptual View. The Conceptual View represents the internal decompositions of the system of
interest. Figure 7 modularizes the entire SYSTEM X from a physical point of view. All or the most
important components are included in this diagram. This diagram puts the components in the
context within the system itself. The rectangles identify different components of the system, but our
main interest is in the software highlighted with orange (Control Unit and HMI). On the other hand,
Figure 8 illustrates one of the main operations of the system in a functional model. A functional
model is to represent all functions involved in system functionality. It represents processing inputs,
controls or output commands and the main logical internal functions or algorithms involved in
system functionality. The use of both representations from Figure 7 and Figure 8 allows the
traceability between physical and logical components, thus facilitates their linkages to the software.

Figure 6. Black box representation of the System X

Figure 7. Sub-systems decomposition of System X

Figure 8. Functional models of System X

Activity 1.2: Software Decomposition
The proposed solution actively recommends starting decomposing legacy software with a bottomup approach because most of the knowledge behind its architecture resides implicit in the code.
Due to this decomposition from the bottom, the Realization view is described before the Conceptual
view. Software engineers play a central role in reverse engineering from the software code into
models that could be linked up to other system views.
Realization View. Most of the software decompositions are performed by tracing the code for
identifying main components in it. These components are to be modelled by the use of UML
(Purchase, Colpoys, McGill, & Britton, 2001). Reverse engineering is crucial in defining the main
parts of the software for linking to system views, so they may be later maintained or reworked into
better quality software to keep up with the system evolution. The challenge is to how the legacy
software can be decomposed from the code so it can be later put in context with the rest of the
system. In the case, engineers start with identifying objects in the code that performs most of the
work during the process and interactions between them. Two main layers are found in the software,
shown in Figure 9. Between these 2 layers, there exist many components. Furthermore, engineers
are able to identify those components that have a bigger impact or participation in the main
functionalities of the system. The light red box (Production Manager) is the software component,
identified by the engineers, with most of the logic for the production of a box and the driving of the
entire production. Figure 9 illustrates main logical objects identified in the reverse engineering of
the software. The goal is to be able to know which parts of the software are important for the rest of
the system.

Figure 9. Simplified SYSTEM X Software UML Class Diagram
Conceptual View. By tracing the software code, it is possible to model the software code and
entire functions within the software. Figure 10 represents one of the main functions of the
SYSTEM X’s software. It identifies main software functions (left blocks), operations (top blocks)
and commands (right blocks) as the software was the main system. This model is mainly a
combined analysis of software reverse engineering and the existing functionality of producing a
box. It is performed very similar to the system decomposition for the conceptual view, but with a
focus only in the software as it was the main system. Generating the legacy conceptual view is the
most critical decomposition for generating the link between software and system. By combining
software and system conceptual views, we can trace software elements to physical components, For
example, Production Manager from Figure 9 is critical in the Produce box software function from
Figure 10 since it contains the logic for Request a material Feed. This clearly connects to the
system functional model, and to the physical component of a Sheet Feeder from Figure 10, which is
important for the customer requirements related to automation.

Figure 10. Software functional Model of System X

Activity 1.4: Integrate via Qualities
The Integration via qualities is defined by CAFCR as integrating needles. It focuses on making
relationships between the CAFCR views, where qualities are used as needles to pick up all views
that affect every quality. It is the first approach to give a context meaning to each system view. The
integration with qualities can be applied for one or many qualities, depending on the purpose of the
integration. In the case study, the integration is accomplished for all the main qualities identified in
the previous activity, shown in Figure 11. In Figure 11, the bigger blocks represent the most
important qualities for System X. Figure 12 displays the integration using Productivity across the
five CAFCR views. The model intends to show in the white boxes what elements from the previous
decompositions are critical for improving Productivity. In this case, Productivity links directly with
some customer requirements and a specific market sector. We can identify some of the main
interfaces and the main components affecting Productivity. While in realization view, we can start

linking with specific software elements addressing this quality. When doing this process for other
qualities, we are able to identify elements that might be important among several qualities. This
model is a first step for detecting parts of the software that are critical for the system to satisfy its
guiding qualities. It represents a discussion across all views for identifying those affecting a
specific quality.

Figure 11. System X Qualities

Figure 12. Integration of views via Productivity quality

Activity 1.5: Identify Threads of Reasoning
Threads of reasoning represent the integration of all sub-methods used previously during the system
decomposition. The threads integrate them at all levels, as well as the relations between them and
with qualities. CAFCR defines the threads identification process as a 5-step approach (Muller,
2004). To find the threads of reasoning requires discussions from a starting point about the specific
need or problem. Discussions can trigger the need of adding more views and relationships inbetween them. The linking between views can enable the main reasoning for the need or problem of
interest. In the case study, the problem is to find the reasons behind the software implementation.
Figure illustrates how the identification of threads are performed and how it connects different
parts across the system, which is decomposed in the 5 CAFCR views. This figure focuses on the
reasoning for the productivity quality. The back dots are the elements or issues discussed during the
identification of threads. The blue lines are the relation between these elements, where the
importance of the links is denoted by the thickness of the line. The main reasoning thread identified
per step is represented as thick arrows. The main discussion areas and the starting and end of each
step are represented as white circles.

Figure 13. Threads of reasoning for the System X Legacy software
First step. It is the identification of a starting point. The case study identifies this point as the main
functionality of the SYSTEM X, the production of a box. We then discuss how this could link with
the software and start identifying the connection between the main system functionality, the
software and the functional models.
Second step. It is the creation of insight about the problem. In our case, this step places the existing
software legacy code in connection with the functional models defined in the conceptual view,
including specific functions and software code pieces. This is for the intention of identifying the
possible idealization paths that the existing code may have followed. It highlights the importance in
the relation of specific software pieces and functions.

Third step. It is to deepen the insight of the reasoning. The discussion starts to address some of the
critical interfaces of production of a box, such as materials and tools, then to link them with specific
software by using functional models. At this point, it is clear what software pieces should be critical
when planning the further development of the software in Activity 2.1-2.2: Roadmaps.
Fourth step. It focuses on broadening the reasoning by introducing the system context and drivers
into the discussion.
Fifth step. It is for finding the threads of reasoning. It is an overall discussion for filtering out weak
links. It should be clear which parts of the code are critical to the system, relations between them
and to other elements.

Activity 2.1-2.2: Roadmaps
The previous activities, especially the threads of reasoning identification, enable the creation of the
roadmap of work. Figure 14 is an extract of the created roadmap for developing the SYSTEM X. At
the top is the expected evolution of the system for the following three years since the proposed
solution is applied. The roadmap defines the expected work break down for the three years in three
layers. First layer reflects the environment expectancies in the COMPANY A’s business. Second
and middle layer is the system in green, which contains all customer requirements for the system,
which in some cases may be directly related to software and in others not. Market and system
layers are from the interview data with managers. The third and last layer is the software in yellow
and orange, identifying the specific work for the software development. The software layer contains
the requirements and their combinations with maintaining or redesigning certain components of the
legacy software for possible new functionalities. This maintenance work is highlighted in the
orange boxes in the software layer. Because the CAFCR threads of reasoning visualize the
connection between software parts and higher parts of the system, the roadmap can be formed for
maintaining certain parts of the software even before any specific requirements.

Figure 14. The Roadmap

Activity 2.3 Development
Although the actual development is not part of the paper, the development should be performed
following the time schedule defined in the previous activity in practices.

Verification
The case study in COMPANY A shows a real life scenario of a system containing a software
legacy component which needed to be further maintained and develop for a fit with the evolution of
the SYSTEM X. The application of the solution in the case study successfully helps to develop a
plan for the SYSTEM X’ legacy software. This developed plan is able to address both software new
functionality and the necessary work of critical parts for further developing them in alignment with
the expected evolution of the complete system. Therefore, this COMPANY A’s case verifies the
application of the conceptual solution with an industry problem and illustrates the usage details.
The solution does not enforce specific decomposition tools, but provides a framework for engineers
dealing with legacy software components in a complex system. Furthermore, based on an
assessment by COMPANY A’s eight experts, it is found over an 80% of the participants agrees or

strongly agrees the solution can help COMPANY A to solve the problem in the continuous
development of the legacy software.

Conclusion
This study introduces a solution for resolving the two questions: 1) What are the important parts of
legacy software for the fit with the system context? 2) How to align legacy software maintenance
and development for the fit with the entire system development? Existing reverse engineering
techniques mainly view the issues from a purely software engineering perspective where the
software is the main system. We creatively combined the usage of systems engineering’s CAFCR
model with reverse engineering to close the gap in-between systems and to enable the continuous
development of a legacy software as a complex system evolves. Furthermore, the solution extends
the application of CAFCR for specifically reverse engineering the reasoning behind the
relationships between legacy software and its system context. The extension also provides the
means for planning an align development of the software and system. The solution is verified by its
application to an industrial case－SYSTEM X in COMPANY A. The case study illustrates the
detailed usage of the solution in decomposing the system and software into the five CAFCR views.
It is found that to decompose the software with a bottom-up approach from the source code is
effective to generate the software architectural views, especially when it is a legacy component
without clear architecture or documentation in a complex system. The link of software
subcomponents up to system views and drivers can be identified by integrating the system and
software views and reasoning about their relationships. Those links with the reasoning behind are
the key to further identification what are the critical parts of the software for fulfilling the system
needs. The identification of the critical parts enables us to create a maintenance and development
plan by using the roadmap. In this way, the software development can be aligned with the expected
evolution of the system.
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